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REPLY IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION TO REOPEN 

 
Texans Against High Speed Rail, Inc. (“TAHSR”)1 submits this Reply in Opposition to the 

Petition to Reopen submitted by Texas Central Railroad and Infrastructure, Inc. & Texas Central 

Railroad, LLC (collectively “TCR”) as follows: 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF REPLY 

 
A. The Board lacks jurisdiction over the Project.  

TCR’s proposed Dallas to Houston high-speed rail line (the “Project”) is a closed, intrastate 

system that will not be operated as part of the general system of rail transportation or interstate rail 

network. Thus, the Board lacks jurisdiction over the Project, as it determined in July 2016.  

After the Board denied jurisdiction, TCR boasted in a press release that the decision cleared 

the way for construction: “Simply put, STB approval will not be required before construction can 

start. Look for construction to begin as soon as the federal environmental study is completed by 

                                       
1 TAHSR is a not-for-profit organization whose members include citizens, landowners, farmers, ranchers, 

business owners, interested organizations, and elected officials who share the core belief of combating 

eminent domain abuse for private economic gain, and preventing unnecessary government subsidies. In 

addition to its goal of protecting private property rights and maintaining efficient modes of transportation, 

TAHSR seeks to protect the environment along the affected corridor through preservation of farmland, 

enhancement of wildlife, protection of waters, wetlands, and endangered and protected species, and 

recognition of the rural lifestyle. 
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the Federal Railroad Administration.”2 TCR reiterated, “STB’s decision makes clear that the 

Board’s approval is not required. By removing a regulatory uncertainty, the construction of high 

speed rail in Texas is even closer.”3 In 2016, TCR told the Board the exact opposite: “Texas 

Central, of course, will not begin construction of its proposed rail line without Board approval.”4 

Upon returning to Texas, TCR encountered roadblocks at both the state and local level: (1) 

the Texas Legislature passed legislation prohibiting the State from providing any funds for private 

high-speed rail; (2) counties impacted by the Project’s proposed route passed resolutions requiring 

TCR to provide proof of eminent domain authority prior to surveying, constructing, or performing 

any work on county property (TCR has no such authority); and (3) the same counties passed 

resolutions stating that they will not close, abandon, vacate or alter county roads for the Project. 

In short, if the decision is left to Texas, there will be no Project.  

Apparently, TCR has changed its mind once again. Even though it told stakeholders that 

the Board’s approval “will not be required before construction can begin” (after telling the Board 

just the opposite), TCR is now asking the Board to reopen this proceeding and grant a construction 

exemption. In doing so, TCR is trying desperately to avoid state and local regulation.  

Regarding the jurisdictional analysis, it is undisputed that the Project remains a closed, 

intrastate system, incapable of establishing a physical connection with any rail line that is part of 

the interstate rail network. Nevertheless, TCR claims that “substantially changed circumstances” 

exist in the form of a “Through Ticketing Agreement” with Amtrak. In fact, the agreement lacks 

essential terms and is unenforceable. At best, the parties have merely “agreed to agree.”  

                                       
2 Exhibit A. TCR later removed this press release from its website.  

3 Id.  

4 TCR’s Petition for Clarification, p. 4 (submitted Apr. 19, 2016). 
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Even if a court were to find the Amtrak agreement to be enforceable, the following 

jurisdictional obstacles remain: (1) TCR’s proposed Dallas station location is over 1.2 miles from 

Amtrak’s Dallas station; and (2) TCR’s proposed Houston station location is over nine miles from 

Amtrak’s Houston station. As such, passengers holding a “through ticket” in Dallas or Houston 

would still find themselves stranded miles from any connecting rail service.  
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TCR tries to bury this glaring jurisdictional dilemma—the lack of any connection between 

TCR and Amtrak service in Dallas or Houston—in a single paragraph of the Amtrak agreement 

labeled “Connection Between Services.” In that paragraph, TCR states that it will provide a 

“transfer service” between TCR and Amtrak stations in Dallas and Houston. However, TCR does 

not specify how it will effectuate this service, i.e., shuttle bus, Uber, or other transportation mode, 

or the cost of any such service. The paragraph merely states that the parties “will jointly evaluate 

other measures to facilitate connections and enhance the experience of travelers.”  

With respect to the essential terms of TCR’s alleged “Through Ticketing Agreement,” 

several significant loose ends remain: (1) whether and when TCR will actually come to definitive 

terms with Amtrak regarding a through ticketing arrangement; (2) what those essential terms will 

be (i.e., scope of services, cost, and duration); (3) whether TCR will trigger implementation of the 

through ticketing arrangement; (4) whether TCR will provide transfer service upon expiration of 

the three-year agreement; and (4) the means by which TCR will provide such transfer service.  

To say the least, these are not “concrete plans” constituting a “clearly defined arrangement” 

with Amtrak, despite what TCR suggests. Therefore, TAHSR respectfully requests that the Board 

deny TCR’s Petition and dismiss this proceeding for lack of jurisdiction.  
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B. The Board should deny TCR’s Petition for Exemption and require a full application. 

In the event the Board does take jurisdiction over the Project, it must deny TCR’s Petition 

for Exemption, which it submitted in this proceeding on April 19, 2016. In its reply to that Petition, 

TAHSR stated that “it is beyond dispute that the Board does not have sufficient information from 

TCR’s deficient Petition in order to make an informed decision.” For the reasons TAHSR provided 

to the Board in 2016, and for a host of additional reasons that have come to light over the past two 

years, TAHSR’s statement still rings true. 

The Board must view this Project in the context of the serious infrastructure issues facing 

the United States. Significant revenue shortfalls are preventing key components of interstate 

commerce and transportation from being adequately addressed. For example, just four days ago, 

the Dallas Morning News reported that “[t]he Texas Department of Transportation’s Dallas district 

has a $24 billion to-do list and, over the next decade, expects to receive only about $8 billion to 

address its freeway needs.”5 Dallas County commissioner Mike Cantrell lamented, “[i]t’s difficult 

to imagine how all of these projects are going to be funded…You’re talking new capacity versus 

maintenance, bridges, air quality and so many things that need to be done with such a shortage in 

funding.” Given these local infrastructure issues and those facing the nation as a whole, the public 

interest will not be served by siphoning off tens of billions of dollars to support a Project for which 

there is no established need while our highways and bridges continue to deteriorate.  

In truth, TCR’s Project is the antithesis of public convenience and necessity. First, 

construction will be a source of constant inconvenience to landowners who stand to lose their 

                                       
5 Ray Leszcynski, With LBJ East OK’d, question of how to pay for $24 billion in upcoming mega-projects 

remains, DALLAS MORNING NEWS (May 27, 2018), 

https://www.dallasnews.com/news/transportation/2018/05/28/lbj-east-okd-question-pay-24-billion-

upcoming-mega-projects-remains. 

 

https://www.dallasnews.com/news/transportation/2018/05/28/lbj-east-okd-question-pay-24-billion-upcoming-mega-projects-remains
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/transportation/2018/05/28/lbj-east-okd-question-pay-24-billion-upcoming-mega-projects-remains
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property or be landlocked by a 240-mile-long, 40-foot-high electrified fence. Second, the Project 

is not financially viable; rather, it will require massive public subsidies from Texas and U.S. 

taxpayers to sustain operations. Third, the Project will not create billions in economic benefits; 

rather, it will be a financial albatross around the necks of the U.S. Treasury and Texas taxpayers, 

none of whom wish to be victimized by a repeat of the situation in California, where projected 

costs have ballooned from $33 billion to upwards of $80 billion with no end in sight. The Board 

must deny TCR’s Petition for Exemption or, at a minimum, require a full application. 

ARGUMENT 

 
I. The Board lacks jurisdiction over the Project.  

 

A. If TCR is an “interurban electric railway,” as it continues to allege under oath 

in Texas state courts, it is not a “rail carrier” subject to Board jurisdiction. 

 

 A “rail carrier” is defined as “a person providing common carrier railroad transportation 

for compensation, but does not include street, suburban, or interurban electric railways not 

operated as part of the general system of rail transportation.”6 Therefore, if TCR is an interurban 

electric railway, the Board lacks jurisdiction over the Project.  

 In forty Texas state court lawsuits,7 TCR has filed verified pleadings alleging that it is an 

“an electric railway as that term is used in Section 131.012 et. seq. of the Texas Transportation 

Code.”8 In fact, in a Texas state court petition filed on the same day as its Petition to Reopen, TCR 

                                       
6 49 U.S.C. § 10102(5) (emphasis added). 

7 Exhibit B contains a chart of all Texas state court lawsuits in which TCR has claimed to be an “interurban 

electric railway.”  

8 See, e.g., Exhibit C, p. 2, 5-6. Section 131 of the Texas Transportation Code deals solely with interurban 

electric railway companies, which are defined as “a corporation chartered under the laws of this state to 

conduct and operate an electric railway between two municipalities in this state.”  
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made this exact claim.9 TCR’s judicial admissions are corroborated by its filings with the Texas 

Secretary of State in which it claims to be organized “[t]o plan, build, maintain and operate an 

interurban electric railroad.”10 Based on its numerous judicial admissions and sworn corporate 

filings, the exclusion of interurban electric railways from the definition of a “rail carrier” is fatal 

to TCR’s jurisdictional argument. 

B. TCR’s closed, intrastate rail system will not be operated as part of the general 

system of rail transportation or interstate rail network. 

 

 In its July 18, 2016 decision denying jurisdiction over the Project, the Board found that 

“[i]t is undisputed that the Line would provide only intrastate passenger service between Dallas 

and Houston.” In addition, the Board noted that “[TCR] makes clear that the Line would not 

directly connect, nor would it be feasible to directly connect, with Amtrak.” In rendering its 

decision, the Board articulated the principle that “[w]hether an intrastate rail passenger service is 

part of the interstate rail network is a fact-specific determination based on the totality of 

circumstances” and “no one factor is controlling.” Nothing has changed in the past two years that 

calls these basic, dispositive findings, or the principles on which they were based, into question.  

In TCR’s own words, the Project is a closed, insular rail line on a “totally dedicated, grade 

separated, secure corridor.”11 Or, as the Federal Railroad Administration (“FRA”) put it, the 

Project is a “closed system” that “is not interconnected with any other railroad systems,” a “fully 

sealed corridor with grade-separated crossings” and a “dedicated right-of-way.”12 There is no 

                                       
9 Exhibit D, p. 2, 7-8. It must be noted that TCR has yet to explain how it can simultaneously be a railroad 

(subject to Board jurisdiction) and an interurban electric railway (outside Board jurisdiction), as it continues 

to allege in its Texas state court pleadings.  

10 Exhibit E.  

11 TCR’s Petition for Exemption, p. 2 (submitted Apr. 19, 2016). 

12 Dallas to Houston High-Speed Rail Environmental Impact Statement Scoping 

Report,  https://www.fra.dot.gov/eLib/Details/L16346 (last visited May 30, 2018). 

https://www.fra.dot.gov/eLib/Details/L16346
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physical connection to any other rail line or rail station, including Amtrak. Finally, TCR’s 

proposed system utilizes Japanese technology that lacks interoperability. The Project “will run on 

dedicated HSR tracks for passenger rail service only and cannot travel on other rail lines.”13 

Likewise, no other rail lines can run on TCR’s tracks. 

Unlike the situation in California High-Speed Rail Authority—Construction Exemption—

In Merced, Madera and Fresno Counties, Cal., FD No. 35724, 2013 WL 3053064 (STB served 

June 13, 2013) (“Cal-HSR I”), the Project will not be part of the “interstate rail network” nor will 

it connect with any existing line of railroad that is part of the general system of rail transportation. 

The lack of a physical connection with Amtrak or the general rail system stands in sharp contrast 

with the Board’s review of the California High-Speed Rail Authority’s Revised Business Plan. As 

the Board explained, the Authority’s “blended” approach to the construction and operation of the 

rail system would involve “the integration of high-speed trains with existing intercity and 

commuter/regional rail systems via coordinated infrastructure … and scheduling, ticketing and 

other means.”14 None of those jurisdictional conferring factors exist here. 

In Cal-HSR I, the Board also highlighted the fact that “the Authority’s business plans and 

environmental documents indicate that Amtrak operations over the rail system prior to the 

initiation of high-speed rail operations would be a key component of its blended implementation 

strategy.”15 Interconnectivity with Amtrak operations would be achieved by servicing terminals 

that would provide “connections to Amtrak’s long-distance interstate routes.”16 By way of 

example, the Board noted that “Los Angeles Union Station, the preferred HST station option to 

                                       
13 Id. 

14 Cal-HSR I, 2013 WL 3053064 at *3. 

15 Id. at *8.  

16 Id. 
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serve Los Angeles, is the primary destination for several existing passenger rail services, including 

Amtrak’s intercity service (Pacific Surfliner) and four interstate lines (Southwest Chief, Texas 

Eagle, Coast Starlight, and Sunset Limited).”17 

In finding jurisdiction, the Board identified several factors on which it based its decision: 

    1.   Extensive interconnectivity with Amtrak; 

    2.  Interstate passenger service; 

    3.  Stations connected to Amtrak; 

    4.  Amtrak would operate on the tracks; and 

    5.  Blended operations with Amtrak. 

 The Board stated that it was finding jurisdiction over construction of a rail service “that 

would entail extensive interconnectivity with Amtrak, an interstate passenger service, both in 

having ‘preferred’ station sites that would allow passengers to connect and access Amtrak, as well 

as having Amtrak operate on the lines to be constructed. These ‘blended operations’ with Amtrak 

establish a sufficient link to the interstate rail network to bring this Project within the Board’s 

jurisdiction.”18 The same cannot be said of TCR’s Project, as illustrated by the following chart:   

Cal-HSR Jurisdictional Factors 

 

TCR’s Project 

1. Extensive interconnectivity with Amtrak 

 

NONE 

2. Interstate passenger service 

 

NONE 

3. Stations connected to Amtrak 

 

NONE 

4. Amtrak would operate on the tracks 

 

NO 

5. Blended operations with Amtrak 

 

NONE 

                                       
17 Id.  

18 Id. at *9.  
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In Cal-HSR I, the Board explained that the phrase “as part of the interstate rail network” 

was added to 49 U.S.C. § 10501(a)(2)(A) to qualify a “new, explicit statutory grant to the agency 

over intrastate rail transportation.”19 The added language primarily related to various tracks 

mentioned in 49 U.S.C. § 10501(b)(2), such as spur tracks, which were unquestionably part of the 

general railroad system of standard gauge tracks. They transported not only goods throughout the 

nation but also passengers between cites and within metropolitan areas. Yet, prior to ICCTA these 

tracks were outside the Board’s jurisdiction if they were located entirely within one state.  

 Citing its finding in DesertXpress, LLC—Pet. for Declaratory Order, FD 34914 (STB 

served May 6, 2010) (“DesertXpress”), the Board reiterated in Cal-HSR I that passage of the 

ICCTA “expanded the agency’s jurisdiction to include certain wholly intrastate rail transportation 

based upon its relationship to the interstate rail network, endorsing a shift in jurisdiction away 

from the states.”20 However, ICCTA did not provide the Board with jurisdiction over interurban 

electrical railways located in a single state that are not part of the general system of rail 

transportation.21 Such lines remain subject to State jurisdiction. 

 Having explained the coverage of its newly expanded jurisdiction, the Board then focused 

on the broad definition of “transportation,” which was not changed when ICCTA was enacted. As 

the Board noted, “[t]he broad definition of ‘transportation,’ in turn is incorporated within the 

definition of ‘rail carrier.’ With the exception of street railways, a rail carrier is ‘a person 

providing common carrier rail transportation for compensation.’ 49 U.S.C. § 10102(5).” It then 

reasoned that “[b]ecause ‘transportation’ can mean facilities or services related to the carriage of 

                                       
19 Cal-HSR I, 2013 WL 3053064 at *9. 

20 Id. at *30. (emphasis added). 

21 49 U.S.C. § 10102(5). 
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passengers only, DesertXpress would be a ‘rail carrier’ under the ICA,* and the ‘general system 

of rail transportation’ referred to in section 10102(5) ….”22 The Board concluded, “[t]aken 

together, the definitions of ‘transportation’ and ‘rail carrier’ strongly support the view that a 

passenger-only line that crosses a state boundary is within the Board’s jurisdiction ‘as part of the 

interstate rail network’ without being connected to the provision of freight rail service.”23 TCR’s 

Project, however, does not cross any state boundary.   

Moreover, former Vice Chairman Mulvey in his dissenting opinion in All Aboard 

Florida—Operations LLC and All Aboard Florida—Stations—Construction and Operation 

Exemption—In Miami, Fla. And Orlando, Fla, FD 35680, 2012 WL 6659923 (STB served Dec. 

21, 2012), raised additional relevant questions to consider in this jurisdictional analysis:24    

• First, does the planned project perform within an existing interstate freight rail line 

right-of-way? 

• Second, will the planned project’s newly constructed line carry an existing rail carrier’s 

freight traffic? 

• Third, will the new line have a terminal at or near a hub for interstate commerce? 

First, TCR’s operations will not be performed within an existing interstate freight rail line 

right-of-way. Second, TCR’s proposed line will not be able to carry an existing rail carrier’s freight 

traffic along with passenger traffic.  And third, TCR’s line will not have a terminus at or near a 

hub for interstate commerce.25  

                                       
22 DesertXpress, slip op. at 12-13. 

23 Id. at 13. 

24 All Aboard Florida, 2012 WL 6659923 at *5 (Mulvey dissent). 

25 On a related note, although the Orlando International Airport Authority may have been “using the 

prospect of the AAF line to market the Orlando airport as an emerging ‘intermodal gateway’,” none of the 
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 Based on the reasoning expressed in Cal-HSR I, DesertXpress and All-Aboard Florida, the 

Board lacks jurisdiction over TCR’s Project. There simply is no true interconnectivity that would 

pull TCR’s Project within the general system of rail transportation.   

C. TCR’s “paper bridge” with Amtrak is merely an unenforceable “agreement 

to agree” that does not constitute substantially changed circumstances. 

 

TCR attached to its Petition to Reopen two “agreements” with Amtrak: (1) a Reservation 

and Ticketing Agreement dated October 13, 2017 (“RTA”); and (2) a Voluntary Coordination 

Agreement dated December 6, 2016 (“VCA”). TCR claims that these documents constitute 

“concrete plans” with Amtrak warranting a reopening of this proceeding based on “substantially 

changed circumstances.”26 TCR is wrong for two reasons. 

First, the RTA and VCA are not enforceable agreements. They lack essential terms relating 

to, among other things, the scope, price and duration of services. Second, TCR ignores the 

qualification that the Board’s fact-specific jurisdictional determination is based on “the totality of 

circumstances” and “no one factor is controlling.” Based on this standard, even if some of the 

provisions in the RTA or VCA were found to be enforceable, the Board still lacks jurisdiction.  

1. The RTA and VCA do not contain enforceable through ticket provisions.  

At best, the RTA is an “agreement to agree,” as demonstrated throughout its provisions. 

For example, Section 2.1 states that “prior to” development of actual services, Amtrak and TCR 

“shall agree upon the scope and cost of work required” and TCR “shall provide to Amtrak notice 

in writing to proceed.” Based on this provision alone, TCR could unilaterally choose not to trigger 

the commencement of services altogether, assuming any such services are developed.  

                                       
four airports in Dallas or Houston (DFW, DAL, IAH, HOU) have taken any steps to market any connection 

with TCR, including Dallas Love Field, the home base of Southwest Airlines.  

26 Petition to Reopen, p. 1. 
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 As another example, Section 1.1 of the RTA states that TCR shall provide Amtrak 

information regarding its fares and schedules “in the manner mutually agreed upon by the Parties.” 

Similarly, Section 1.2 states that TCR shall accept through tickets generated by Amtrak in 

accordance with the certain technical specifications “to be mutually agreed upon by the Parties.” 

In both instances, TCR and Amtrak have merely “agreed to agree” at a later date.  

 As a third example, Section 1.4 states that “[t]he Parties agree to explore” opportunities for 

providing certain tickets through reservation and ticketing systems “to be developed” by TCR. 

And, the fees applicable to the sale of these tickets “shall be upon such terms as the Parties may 

agree.” Here again, the parties have left essential terms open for future exploration and 

consideration, rendering the agreement unenforceable on its face.  

 With respect to the VCA, TCR does not appear to be relying on it as the controlling 

“Through Ticket Agreement.” TCR cites to the VCA only a handful of times, none of which relate 

to any essential terms of a through ticketing arrangement with Amtrak.27 Moreover, the RTA states 

that in the event of a conflict with the VCA, the RTA controls.28 As such, were TCR to claim that 

the VCA (rather than the RTA) contains enforceable through ticketing provisions, any such 

provisions would be superseded by the unenforceable provisions contained in the RTA.  

 In sum, neither the RTA nor the VCA constitute a “clearly defined arrangement to connect 

passengers using through ticketing,” as TCR suggests.29 At most, uncertainties exist that must first 

be resolved by the courts, not the Board.30  

                                       
27 Petition to Reopen, p. 6-7. 

28 RTA at Section 15.  

29 Petition to Reopen, p. 2-3.  

30 See Dyno Nobel, Inc. and Dyno Nobel Louisiana Ammonia, LLC v. NuStar Pipeline Operating 

Partnership, LP, STB No. 42147, 2017 WL 1104830 (STB served Mar. 24, 2017); see also General 

Railway Corporation, d/b/a Iowa Northwestern Railroad – Exemption for Acquisition of Railroad Line – 
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2. Even if the RTA and VCA were enforceable, the Board still lacks 

jurisdiction over the Project based on the totality of circumstances. 

 

By insisting that a through ticketing arrangement with Amtrak, by itself, is sufficient to 

make TCR part of the interstate rail network, TCR ignores two important qualifications regarding 

the Board’s fact-specific jurisdictional analysis. First, the Board’s determination is based on “the 

totality of circumstances.”31 Second, “no one factor is controlling.”32  

To be clear, the only alleged evidence of changed circumstances TCR offers is two 

unenforceable agreements with Amtrak—the RTA and VCA—both of which expire after three 

years. Importantly, TCR will have no physical connection to Amtrak’s rail service. It will share no 

stations or infrastructure with Amtrak. TCR cannot not run its system on any other track, and no 

other rail system can run on TCR’s track.  

TCR has not even attempted to address the lack of any physical connection with Amtrak 

other than to state in vague terms, in a single paragraph of the VCA, that it will provide some sort 

of unspecified transfer service to and from the TCR and Amtrak stations in Dallas and Houston 

(1.2 miles and 9+ miles apart, respectively).33 Taking into account the totality of circumstances, 

TCR’s linear focus on its unenforceable agreements truly misses the point.  

 Given the substantial, well-documented adverse impacts on the State of Texas, and the 

counties, landowners and citizens along the affected corridor, jurisdiction over TCR’s isolated, 

                                       
In Osceola and Dickinson Counties, IA, STB Docket No. 34867, slip op. at 4 (served June 15, 2007); Kansas 

City Power & Light Co. v. Burlington Northern Railroad Co., 740 F.2d 780, 785 (10th Cir. 1984); 

Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. v. ICC, 664 F.2d 568, 591 (6th Cir. 1981). 

31 T.C.R.I & T.C.R.—Petition for Exemption—Passenger Rail Line Between Dallas and Houston, Tex., FD 

No. 36025, 2016 WL 4594246 at *3 (STB served July 18, 2016) (citing Cal-HSR I, FD 35724, slip op. at 

11-15; All Aboard Fla.-Operations LLC, FD 35680, slip op. at 3) 

32 Id. (citing Cal-HSR I, FD 35724, slip op. at 11-15; All Aboard Fla.-Operations LLC, FD 35680, slip op. 

at 3-4). 

33 VCA at Section 6. 
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closed system should remain with the State of Texas. When (not if) the Project fails, the State of 

Texas and its citizens should bear full responsibility for allowing TCR to commence construction, 

in the event that decision is ever made. Presently, however, the Texas Legislature, in recognition 

of the inevitable financial disaster TCR’s Project poses, has already enacted legislation prohibiting 

the use of any State funds for this unnecessary, ill-advised high-speed rail project.34 

II. If the Board takes jurisdiction over the Project, it must require TCR to file a full 

application.  

 

On May 31, 2016, TAHSR filed its Reply to Petition for Exemption (“Exemption Reply”). 

TAHSR explained that due to the following factors, among others, the Board must require TCR to 

file an application before any decision is made:35 

1) The Project’s sheer magnitude — $15 to $18 billion; 

2) The unfathomable environmental impact of a 240-mile-long berm 20 feet high; 

3) The substantial adverse impact on tens of thousands of Texas citizens and 

landowners and the communities in which they live; 

 

4) The prohibition on grade crossings which threatens to freeze any future road 

expansion in the affected counties; and 

 

5) The enormous cost and complexity of constructing and operating this “first of 

its kind” high-speed train in the United States. 

 

TAHSR also asked the Board to consider two additional crucial facts regarding TCR’s 

claim that the Project will be “privately funded”:36  

1)  TCR is an unproven start-up that is grossly undercapitalized; and  

2)  TCR has presented no evidence that it has the necessary funding to construct 

and operate the Project.  

                                       
34 2017 Texas Senate Bill No. 977, Texas Eighty-Fifth Legislature,  

https://capitol.texas.gov/BillLookup/Text.aspx?LegSess=85R&Bill=SB977. 

35 TAHSR Exemption Reply, p. 2.  

36 Id. at 3. 

https://capitol.texas.gov/BillLookup/Text.aspx?LegSess=85R&Bill=SB977
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Rather than repeating its arguments here, TAHSR incorporates its Exemption Reply and 

urges the Board to give it due consideration. In this Reply, TAHSR will focus on new facts that 

further demonstrate the need for a full application.  

A. TCR still has not complied with 49 CFR §1121.3. 

 

Based on its Petition to Reopen, it appears TCR is standing on its Petition for Exemption 

as submitted on April 19, 2016. If that is the case, the Board should summarily reject TCR’s request 

for an exemption due to its failure to comply with 49 CFR §1121.3, which mandates: 

(a) A party filing a petition for exemption shall provide its case-in-

chief, along with its supporting evidence, workpapers, and related 

documents at the time it files its petition.  

 

(b) A petition must comply with environmental or historic reporting 

and notice requirements of 49 CFR part 1105, if applicable.  

 

(c) A party seeking revocation of an exemption or a notice of exemption 

shall provide all of its supporting information at the time it files its 

petition. Information later obtained through discovery can be 

submitted in a supplemental petition pursuant to 49 CFR 1121.2. 

(emphasis added). 

 

By including with its Petition only a 1-page map showing route alternatives and a verified 

statement of its (now former) CEO Tim Keith, TCR failed to provide supporting evidence, 

workpapers, or related documents. Thus, TCR’s Petition must be denied pursuant to §1121.3(a).  

TCR also failed to comply with §1121.3(b), which requires a petitioner to meet the 

environmental reporting requirements under 49 CFR §1105. TCR failed to include an 

Environmental Report as required by §1105.7. Moreover, the FRA has yet to complete the 

mandatory National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) evaluation of TCR’s Project. Although 
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the FRA published its Draft Environmental Impact Statement (“DEIS”) in December 2017,37 the 

DEIS is replete with errors and there is no expected publication date for the Final EIS.38  

Moreover, TCR has not established eminent domain authority in Texas. In fact, on the same 

day TCR filed its Petition to Reopen, TCR filed a Texas state court lawsuit seeking: (1) a 

declaration that it has eminent domain authority in Texas; and (2) an injunction to allow it to 

perform surveying activities for the Project’s environmental review.39 Even TCR Vice President 

David Hagy admitted that the eminent domain issue “is in dispute.”40 Without such authority, TCR 

cannot enter onto private property to take surveys needed for the Project. Thus, unless TCR 

establishes eminent domain authority, TCR will never be able to meet the requirements of §1105.7.  

B. Given the numerous false and misleading representations TCR made in 2016, 

the Board must require TCR to file a full application.  

 

In its Petition for Exemption, which included the Verified Statement of former CEO Tim 

Keith, TCR made a variety of claims regarding the Project that were false or misleading. As will 

be shown, the Board cannot take TCR at its word. It must require a full application. 

1. TCR misrepresented the Project’s costs. 

In 2016, TCR told the Board that the “total cost of civil construction and the core system 

is estimated to be over $10 billion.”41 TCR provided no support for this lowball estimate other 

than the unsubstantiated statement of former CEO Tim Keith.  

                                       
37 FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION, Dallas to Houston High-Speed Rail – Draft Environmental 

Impact Statement (Dec. 15, 2017), https://www.fra.dot.gov/Page/P1078 (last visited May 30, 2018). 

38 On March 9, 2018, TAHSR filed its comment to the DEIS, which it fully incorporates here. Exhibit F. 

39 Exhibit D.  

40ABC 13, 8 sheriffs say they weren't consulted on Texas High Speed Rail emergency plan (Mar. 1, 2018), 

http://abc13.com/traffic/high-speed-rail-emergency-plan-never-vetted-by-sheriffs/3161771/.  

41 Petition for Exemption, p. 4. 

https://www.fra.dot.gov/Page/P1078
http://abc13.com/traffic/high-speed-rail-emergency-plan-never-vetted-by-sheriffs/3161771/
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TCR now estimates costs of $15-18 billion.42 Moreover, infrastructure experts from the 

Reason Foundation believe costs will exceed $20 billion.43 Even more concerning, TCR has 

steadfastly refused to produce any objective, reliable data in support of any of its constantly 

changing estimates.44  In truth, it seems TCR is plucking them out of thin air. The Board should 

require a comprehensive accounting of costs, backed by objective data from independent experts.  

2. To make up for rising costs, TCR has increased its already grossly inflated 

ridership projections. 

 

In 2016, TCR told the Board that the Project “will attract four million riders annually by 

the year 2025.45 Again, TCR relied on the unsubstantiated statement of CEO Tim Keith.46 TCR 

also told the Board that “by 2026, approximately 20% of all Dallas-Houston travelers will choose 

Texas Central’s high-speed passenger service.”47 

Subsequently, TCR published a “ridership brochure” on its website.48 In the brochure, TCR 

now claims that “NEARLY 5 MILLION PASSENGERS ARE FORECAST TO USE THE 

BULLET TRAIN BY 2026 AND 10 MILLION PASSENGERS BY 2050.”49 (emphasis is TCR’s). 

And, TCR now boasts that its 5 million passenger projection accounts for “almost 25 percent of 

                                       
42 DEIS at ES.9.15 (“TCRR estimates (see Appendix F, TCRR Conceptual Engineering Design Report) 

capital costs for the HSR system between $15 billion and $18 billion (2017)).” 

43 Exhibit G - Feigenbaum Summary Report, p. 6. 

44 In addition, TCR has yet to provide an operating plan, operational or maintenance data, or any estimates 

of annual operating and maintenance costs. Not only will TCR have to pay back massive construction loans 

and service the high-risk interest returns to its investors, it will also have to cover substantial operating and 

maintenance costs in order for the Project to be financially feasible.  

45 Petition for Exemption, p. 8. 

46 After TAHSR explained to the Board in detail why TCR’s ridership projections were greatly exaggerated, 

TCR belatedly submitted its supposed “ridership studies” under seal.  

47 Petition for Exemption, p. 8.  

48 Exhibit H - http://www.texascentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Ridership-Brochure.pdf.  

49 Id. 

http://www.texascentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Ridership-Brochure.pdf
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all trips between North Texas and Houston” and “30% of the anticipated number of long-distance 

trips between North Texas and The Greater Houston Metro Area.”50 As TAHSR will demonstrate 

in this Reply, TCR’s ridership projections are not grounded in reality. 

3. TCR told the Board the Project would be privately funded when, in fact, 

TCR knew it would be aggressively pursuing federal loans.  

 

In 2016, TCR represented that the Project’s costs were “being privately developed” and 

that it is “a privately sponsored high-speed passenger rail project—with private equity at risk 

during development, construction, and operation.”51 TCR also told the Board that its proposal to 

construct the Project “with private dollars—is manifestly consistent with USDOT’s stated policy 

objective of developing a robust network of high-speed passenger rail lines.”52 At the time TCR 

made these statements, they knew them to be false or misleading.  

In 2014, TCR entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the FRA that specifically 

states that TCR “may submit applications to the [FRA] for loans.”53 In 2015, TCR admitted that it 

may rely on Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act loans, Railroad 

Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing loans and potentially Transportation Investment 

Generating Economic Recovery and other federal funding.54 Also in 2015, former Ambassador 

Ron Kirk, a TCR spokesman, conceded that TCR will aggressively pursue these federal loans.55  

                                       
50 Id. 

51 Petition for Exemption, p. 4, 16. 

52 Id. at 24. 

53 Exhibit I.  

54 See, e.g., Eric Nicholson, Texas Central Railway’s Fuzzy Definition of ‘Privately Financed,’ DALLAS 

OBSERVER (Aug. 11, 2015), http://www.dallasobserver.com/news/texas-central-railways-fuzzy-

definition-of-privatley-financed-7479867.  

55 Brandon Formby, Biden calls Dallas-Houston bullet train beginning of new transportation era in 

America, DALLAS MORNING NEWS (Nov. 18, 2015), http://transportationblog.dallasnews.com/2015/11/as-

biden-addresses-infrastructure-spending-in-dallas-lawmakers-grapple-with-funding-in-d-c.html/. 

http://www.dallasobserver.com/news/texas-central-railways-fuzzy-definition-of-privatley-financed-7479867
http://www.dallasobserver.com/news/texas-central-railways-fuzzy-definition-of-privatley-financed-7479867
http://transportationblog.dallasnews.com/2015/11/as-biden-addresses-infrastructure-spending-in-dallas-lawmakers-grapple-with-funding-in-d-c.html/
http://transportationblog.dallasnews.com/2015/11/as-biden-addresses-infrastructure-spending-in-dallas-lawmakers-grapple-with-funding-in-d-c.html/
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4. TCR told the Board that it must meet “key milestones” because 

construction would begin in 2017 and passenger service in 2021. 

 

In 2016, TCR told the Board, without documentation, that “[t]he private financing of 

construction costs—estimated to be over $10 billion—is based on meeting key milestones within 

defined timeframes.”56 TCR also told the Board that its “business model calls for it to begin 

construction in 2017”57 and that “[w]e currently anticipate that construction will begin in 2017.”58 

Finally, TCR represented that it “plans to initiate passenger service by late 2021.”59  

TCR’s website now claims that it could begin construction “as early as 2019.”60 As for the 

commencement of passenger service, TCR hopes to begin service by 2023 or 2024.61  

In fact, the Project was nowhere near shovel ready in 2016 nor is it near shovel ready now. 

TCR still has not established eminent domain authority in Texas. Without such authority, TCR 

cannot conduct surveys or acquire land needed for the Project. TCR still does not have funding, a 

significant concern discussed in detail below. And, the FRA still has not finalized the route or 

issued a Final EIS, which might not happen for years.    

C. TCR still does not have any funding for its Project.  

TCR has admitted under oath that it has secured less than 1% of the financing it needs to 

construct the Project.62 In addition, TCR has failed to disclose how (or when) it expects to raise 

the $18-$20 billion needed for the Project.  

                                       
56 Petition for Clarification, p. 3-4. 

57 Id. at 3.  

58 Petition for Exemption, p. 4. 

59 Petition for Clarification, p. 3.  

60 https://www.texascentral.com/facts/. (“Following the release of the DEIS on December 15, 2017, we 

could begin construction as early as 2019.”). 

61 Exhibit J, p. 16; Exhibit K; DEIS at Appendix F, TCR Constructability Report, Appendix A8. 

62 Exhibit L.  

https://www.texascentral.com/facts/
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The Board must assess TCR’s financial fitness in order to protect “the affected 

communities from needless disruptions and environmental impacts if the applicant were to start 

construction but not be able to complete the project and provide the proposed service.’”63 The 

Board has previously stated that “to properly analyze the transportation merits of the proposed 

action, accurate financial information is an essential component of a construction application.”64  

In Great Lakes Basin Transportation, Inc., the Board rejected an application from Great 

Lakes Basin Transportation (“GLBT”) to build a 261-mile rail line because GLBT’s assets of $151 

were “clearly deficient” for purposes of constructing the rail line.65 In doing so, the Board also 

determined that it could not “reasonably rely” on the financial information purporting to show 

GLBT’s financial condition.66  

Previously, in California High-Speed Rail Authority—Construction Exemption—In 

Fresno, Kings, Tulare, and Kern Counties, FD No. 35274, 2013 WL 6328523 (STB served Dec. 

4, 2013) (“Cal-HSR II”), the Board denied the Authority’s request for a conditional grant of 

exemption authority on the transportation aspects of the project prior to completion of the 

environmental review.67 In her concurrence, Chairman Begeman cautioned against approval of 

any segments of this “enormous” project unless the Board “first carries out a comprehensive 

analysis of the segment at issue, including its financial fitness.”68 She stated that the Board “should 

                                       
63 Tongue River Railroad Company, Inc.—Construction and Operation—Western Alignment, FD No. 

30186, 2007 WL 2936132 at *8 (STB served Oct. 9, 2007)). 

64 Great Lakes Basin Transp., Inc.—Rail Construction and Operation, FD No. 35952, 2017 WL 3835978 

at *4 (STB served Aug. 31, 2017) (citing Tongue River R.R.., slip op. at 14). 

65 Id. at *4. 

66 Id. 

67 Cal-HSR II, 2013 WL 6328523 at *2. 

68 Id. at *4. Similarly, in Cal-HSR I, Chairman Begeman dissented from the Board’s decision to grant an 

exemption on the incomplete record before it. In doing so, she expressed her concern that the Board was 
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also understand its funding aspects, and then make a decision on a full record.”69 Finally, Chairman 

Begeman noted the complete lack of information regarding the Authority’s financial condition: 

“The Authority’s current petition fails to include any details about the project’s finances. That void 

needs to be corrected before the Board acts further.”70 

Here, TCR has provided no information regarding its financial condition. Without a full 

record and assurance that sufficient funding is in place, the Board must deny TCR’s Petition for 

Exemption. TCR should be required to demonstrate the extent to which funds are now available, 

the source(s) of funding, and a timeline regarding the acquisition of remaining funds. TCR must 

disclose this information to ensure that Texans are not left saddled with a half-built project.  

D. TCR’s ridership projections are not grounded in reality.  

1. Common sense dictates that TCR’s ridership projections are greatly 

exaggerated. 

 

TCR currently projects that it will attract 5 million passengers per year by 2026, two years 

after the Project is expected to commence service.71 This annual total equates to approximately 

13,700 passengers per day. By comparison, 2,685 passengers flew between Dallas and Houston 

per day during the eight quarters spanning 2015 Q3 through 2017 Q2.72 Even assuming that TCR 

could divert all of these airline passengers, it must also convince more than 11,000 Dallas to 

Houston vehicle travelers—each and every day—to take its high-speed train to meet its projection.  

                                       
setting dangerous precedent “in its dash to meet the authority’s tight deadlines.” Cal-HSR I, 2013 WL 

3053064 at *20. 

69 Id.  

70 Id. 

71 Exhibit H. 

72 U.S. Department of Transportation’s Domestic Airline Consumer Airfare Reports (last visited May 30, 

2018), https://www.transportation.gov/office-policy/aviation-policy/domestic-airline-consumer-airfare-

report-pdf.  

https://www.transportation.gov/office-policy/aviation-policy/domestic-airline-consumer-airfare-report-pdf
https://www.transportation.gov/office-policy/aviation-policy/domestic-airline-consumer-airfare-report-pdf
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The heavily trafficked Union Station in Washington, D.C., which has been in service since 

1907, currently serves approximately 5 million passengers annually,73 including a large number of 

daily commuters who transfer to the subway to get to work along with travelers headed to BWI 

Airport. TCR’s Project will serve neither of these constituencies. In Philadelphia, 30th Street 

Station currently transports approximately 4.3 million passengers annually.74 Given these statistics 

and the fact that there is no existing customer base for its Project, the notion that TCR will achieve 

its 5 million annual ridership projection, or anything remotely close to it, is pure fantasy.  

2. Independent infrastructure experts from the Reason Foundation 

concluded that the Project will fail “spectacularly.”  

 

The Reason Foundation is a non-partisan think tank whose public policy research 

“promotes choice, competition, and a dynamic market economy as the foundation for human 

dignity and progress.” According to its website, Reason produces “rigorous, peer-reviewed 

research and directly engages the policy process.”75  

One of Reason’s transportation infrastructure experts, Baruch Feigenbaum, published a 

study in 2013 titled High-Speed Rail in Europe and Asia: Lessons for the United States.76 In his 

study, which examined the prospects for high-speed rail in the U.S., Feigenbaum noted that only 

two high-speed rail lines in the world are profitable: Paris-Lyon in France and Tokyo-Osaka in 

Japan. Feigenbaum concluded that most U.S. high-speed rail lines would “lose substantial amounts 

of funds. Only the Northeast Corridor could potentially break even.”  

                                       
73 AMTRAK NATIONAL FACTS, https://www.amtrak.com/national-facts (last visited May 30, 2018). 

74 Id.  

75 https://reason.org/. 

76 Baruch Feigenbaum, High-Speed Rail in Europe and Asia: Lessons for the United States, REASON 

FOUNDATION (May 2013), https://reason.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/high_speed_rail_lessons.pdf.  

https://www.amtrak.com/national-facts
https://reason.org/
https://reason.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/high_speed_rail_lessons.pdf
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In 2017, after a thorough analysis of TCR’s Project, the Reason Foundation released a 

report titled Texas High Speed Rail: Caution Ahead that included both a summary77 and 65-page 

detailed analysis78 of its conclusions. The following table displays an overview of Reason’s 

concerns with TCR’s Project:79  

 

Based on its review of “verifiable data from U.S. and Texas public and private 

transportation services, historic data taken from worldwide high-speed rail operations, and the 

unique land use and transportation characteristics of the Dallas to Houston corridor,” Reason 

estimated TCR’s 2035 annual ridership at 1.4 million passengers.80 According to Reason, TCR’s 

“ridership projection of 4 to 5 million annual passengers is not grounded in reality.”81 Reason 

                                       
77 Exhibit G - Baruch Feigenbaum, Texas High Speed Rail Requires Caution – Summary Report, REASON 

FOUNDATION (Feb. 6, 2017), https://reason.org/wp-content/uploads/files/texas_high_speed_rail.pdf.  

78 Exhibit M - Baruch Feigenbaum, Texas High Speed Rail Requires Caution – Detailed Analysis, REASON 

FOUNDATION (Feb. 2017) https://reason.org/issue-brief/texas-high-speed-rail-requires-caution/.  

79 Exhibit G - Feigenbaum Summary Report, p. 4.  

80 Exhibit M - Feigenbaum Detailed Analysis, p. 40. 

81 Id. at 52. 

https://reason.org/wp-content/uploads/files/texas_high_speed_rail.pdf
https://reason.org/issue-brief/texas-high-speed-rail-requires-caution/
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stated that TCR’s overstated projections are symptomatic of “demand exaggeration” and that “to 

the best of our knowledge and despite requests, [TCR] has not provided any objective or verifiable 

data to support its projections.”82 With respect to costs, Reason believes that “actual construction 

costs may exceed $20 billion.”83 

Reason concluded its analysis with several stern warnings related to the Project. First, 

Reason cautioned that “Texas elected officials, lenders, investors and taxpayers should demand 

full disclosure and pay close attention to the details because we do not believe that Texas Central 

can build the rail line without significant public subsidies.”84 

Second, Reason commented that although it strongly supports privately constructed high-

speed rail, it cannot support TCR’s Project. According to Reason, “[i]n spite of their large and 

growing populations, Dallas and Houston are poster children for big cities where high-speed rail 

has no chance of succeeding without public funding unless land use and transit patterns change 

dramatically.”85 

Third, Reason conceded that it truly hopes high-speed rail becomes a reality in the U.S., 

preferably through private development and implementation.86 However, Reason is concerned 

that TCR’s Project “will fail so spectacularly that privately financed U.S. high-speed rail lines 

may never be given a second chance.”87 

                                       
82 Id. at 40. 

83 Exhibit G - Feigenbaum Summary Report, p. 6. 

84 Id. at 8.  

85 Id. at 7. 

86 Id. 

87 Id. 
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Back in 2008, a Reason Foundation review of the California high-speed rail plan called its 

ridership projections “the most unrealistic projections produced for a major transport project 

anywhere in the world.”88 Unfortunately, those words fell on deaf ears. A decade later, California 

finds itself mired in a boondoggle, with rising costs and never ending delays.  

Reason is now sounding the alarm again. As will be shown in this Reply, the FRA in its 

DEIS declined to consider the financial fitness of TCR or the financial viability of the Project. 

Thus, the Board must heed Reason’s warning and conduct its own analysis before allowing TCR 

to permanently alter the Texas environmental landscape for a project destined for failure. 

3. The Texas Department of Transportation concluded that TCR has 

overestimated ridership while underestimating costs.   

 

In 2013, the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) issued its Texas Statewide 

Ridership Analysis Report Statewide Analysis Model – Version 2.5.89 TxDOT, an agency with 

decades of experience analyzing massive infrastructure projects, forecasted 2035 annual ridership 

between 0.7-2.7 million passengers for TCR’s Project.90 As for costs, TxDOT estimated upfront 

capital costs of $18.3 billion.91  

4. The former Chief Maglev Scientist of the FRA concluded that the Project 

is destined for “certain failure.” 

 

In its initial Reply, TAHSR introduced a declaration from John T. Harding, PhD, former 

Chief Maglev Scientist for the FRA, in which he performed an analysis of TCR’s projections 

                                       
88 Wendell Cox, Joseph Vranich and Adrian Moore, The California High-Speed Rail Proposal: A Due 

Diligence Report, POLICY STUDY NO. 370, REASON FOUNDATION (Sep. 2008), 

https://reason.org/wp-content/uploads/files/1b544eba6f1d5f9e8012a8c36676ea7e.pdf.  

89 Texas Department of Transportation, issued its Texas Statewide Ridership Analysis Report Statewide 

Analysis Model – Version 2.5 (2013), https://ftp.dot.state.tx.us/pub/txdot-info/rail/rail-ridership-report-

1213.pdf.  

90 Id. at 71. 

91 Id.  

https://reason.org/wp-content/uploads/files/1b544eba6f1d5f9e8012a8c36676ea7e.pdf
https://ftp.dot.state.tx.us/pub/txdot-info/rail/rail-ridership-report-1213.pdf
https://ftp.dot.state.tx.us/pub/txdot-info/rail/rail-ridership-report-1213.pdf
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compared with facts contained in TxDOT’s report.92 Much like the Reason Foundation and 

TxDOT, Dr. Harding concluded that TCR’s ridership projections are greatly exaggerated, to the 

tune of almost six times that of his projections, which he based on objective, verifiable data.  

Dr. Harding ran a financial feasibility scenario in which he gave TCR the full benefit of 

the doubt. Using TCRR’s own projections and cost estimates, Dr. Harding believes that by 2035 

TCR will run an annual loss of $250 million.93 To clarify, this quarter billion-dollar deficit occurs 

after 15 years of operation, when the Project should be running at or near optimal levels. Based on 

his analysis, Dr. Harding determined that there appears to be no reasonable likelihood that TCR 

could repay its investment, much less cover operating costs, with a realistic appraisal of ridership. 

In fact, he concluded that the Project is destined for “certain failure.”94 

E. The Board must assess financial feasibility because the FRA has chosen not to. 

 

1. In the DEIS, the FRA removed economic viability from the “Purpose” of 

the Project.  

 

Under NEPA, the FRA “bears the responsibility for defining at the outset the objectives of 

an action.”95 With respect to this responsibility, the FRA “must look hard at the factors relevant to 

the definition of purpose.”96 Those factors, as announced by TCR at the outset, were:  

• Is the Project safe?  

• Is the Project reliable?  

• Is the Project economically viable?  

                                       
92 TAHSR Exemption Reply, Exhibit H, Verified Statement of John T. Harding (submitted May 31, 2016). 

93 Id. at ¶ 21. 

94 Id. at ¶ 26. 

95 Citizens Against Burlington, Inc. v. Busey, 938 F.2d 190, 196 (D.C. Cir. 1991). 

96 Id. 
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Yet, as explained below, the DEIS contains no economic viability analysis. The FRA 

removed this factor entirely, choosing instead to accept TCR’s exaggerated, unsupported claims 

without further inquiry. The Board must not do the same. 

a. In the Screening Report, TCR told stakeholders that the Project 

must be “economically viable” in order to meet its purpose.  

 

On March 22, 2015, TCR issued a Screening Report to all stakeholders.97 TCR stated: “The 

purpose of the privately proposed Project is to provide reliable, safe, and economically viable 

passenger rail transportation using proven high-speed rail technology.”98 In order to achieve this 

objective, TCR stated that the Project must meet certain criteria, including economic viability:  

• Economic: achieve a favorable return on investment when weighing expected ridership 

and revenue against estimated project capital investments, project delivery schedule, 

and long-term operations and maintenance expense. 

In the FAQ section of the Screening Report, CEO Tim Keith stated, “the FRA must carry forward 

potential corridor alternatives that meet the Project’s purpose and need, which includes the 

requirement that the project be ‘economically viable.’”99  

b. In the Scoping Report, the FRA announced that it would take 

TCR at its word that the Project is economically viable. 

 

In April 2015, the FRA released its Scoping Report.100 In the Scoping Report, the FRA 

stated that through the screening process, TCR determined that “the Project is feasible and 

                                       
97 TCR’s Step 1 Screening of Corridor Alternatives Report,  

http://www.texascentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Step-1-Screening-of-Corridor-Alternatives-

Report.pdf (last visited May 30, 2018). 

98 Id. at 5. 

99 Id. at Frequently Asked Questions, p. 5. 

100 Dallas to Houston High-Speed Rail Environmental Impact Statement Scoping 

Report,  https://www.fra.dot.gov/eLib/Details/L16346 (last visited May 30, 2018). 

http://www.texascentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Step-1-Screening-of-Corridor-Alternatives-Report.pdf
http://www.texascentral.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Step-1-Screening-of-Corridor-Alternatives-Report.pdf
https://www.fra.dot.gov/eLib/Details/L16346
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economically viable from Dallas to Houston.”101 TCR estimated ridership of “12,000 passengers 

per day,”102 totaling 4.38 million passengers annually.  

In the “Comments on Proposed Purpose and Need” section, the FRA carefully explained 

that it “is not responsible for verifying TCR’s ridership forecasts” and that it “does not maintain 

financial information on TCR.”103 As such, the FRA could not answer these questions: 

• “Why does TCR think people will ride this train?” 

• “What ridership data is TCR using?” 

• “What will the Project cost and who will get the profit?”  

Even though TCR had just told stakeholders that the Project must be economically viable to 

achieve its purpose, the FRA stated that those issues “are not directly applicable to the NEPA 

process and should be addressed directly to TCR on their website.”104 

c. In the Technical Report, the FRA endorsed TCR’s claims that 

there was a “need” for the Project and that it would be 

“profitable” despite having conducted no analysis. 

 

On August 10, 2015, the FRA released its Technical Report.105 In the Technical Report, 

the FRA listed a number of “constraints” related to travel between Dallas and Houston on the I-45 

corridor.106 Without attempting to corroborate TCR’s assumptions regarding future profitability,  

the FRA concluded, “[a]s a result of these constraints, combined with the distance between the 

two metropolitan areas and potential ridership demand, TCR identified an opportunity to develop 

                                       
101 Scoping Report at 4. 

102 Id. at 9. 

103 Id. at 18, 27. 

104 Id. at 28. 

105 Dallas to Houston High-Speed Rail Project Corridor Alternatives Analysis Technical Report, 

https://www.fra.dot.gov/eLib/Details/L16978 (last visited May 30, 2018). 

106 Technical Report at 4. 

https://www.fra.dot.gov/eLib/Details/L16978
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a profitable privately‐financed and operated high‐speed passenger rail system.”107 Much like in its 

Scoping Report, the FRA accepted TCR’s representations that the Project will be “profitable” and 

that there is a “need” for it, instead of conducting its own, independent evaluation.  

d. In the DEIS, the Project’s purpose no longer includes the 

provision of “economically viable” transportation. 

 

Rather than providing safe, reliable and “economically viable” transportation, the FRA 

states in the DEIS that the purpose is to provide “reliable and safe high-speed passenger rail 

transportation between Dallas and Houston.”108 In a footnote, the FRA concedes that “[a]n initial 

version of the Project Purpose included economic viability. As the Project developed and through 

coordination with cooperating agencies, FRA determined that economic viability is an objective 

of TCR, not a component of the Project Purpose.”109  

2. The Board must not blindly adopt TCR’s unsupported conclusions 

regarding the Project’s alleged economic impacts. 

 

In the DEIS, the FRA stated: “TCR reported that it would pay a total of $2.5 billion in taxes 

to state and local jurisdictions by the year 2040.” Instead of referencing a study or independent 

research or analysis, the FRA references only the “Facts” section of TCR’s website, which 

coincidentally does not contain any study, research or analysis.  

                                       
107 Id. 

108 DEIS at 1-5. 

109 DEIS at 1-5 n.3. Removal of economic viability from the Project’s purpose fundamentally alters the 

entire DEIS analysis. If the defined purpose of the Project is to provide “safe, reliable, and economically 

viable passenger rail transportation,” as TCR represented to stakeholders, and the FRA determined that the 

Project is not economically viable, then the No-Build Alternative suddenly becomes a reasonable 

alternative that must be closely evaluated. Likewise, none of the Build Alternatives could meet the Project’s 

purpose, and there would be no Project. On the other hand, if the purpose is only to provide safe, reliable 

transportation, all of the Build Alternatives remain in play, while the No-Build Alternative may be 

dismissed out of hand. This latter scenario appears to be exactly what happened.  
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Along these same lines, the FRA states that “ticket sales could generate between $15 billion 

and $39 billion in sales tax for the state plus $5 billion in local tax revenue.”110 These are the same 

figures TCR touted in its Petition for Exemption without any supporting research or data.111  

In sum, the FRA predicated its entire assessment of the Project’s need and the viability 

solely on TCR’s unproven word. TAHSR asks the Board to deny TCR’s Petition and require more 

through a full application.  

F. Even now—two years after the filing of its Petition for Exemption—the lack 

of information regarding TCR’s Project remains staggering.  

 

In its Exemption Reply, TAHSR submitted a list of basic questions regarding the Project 

that TCR had failed to answer. Below is that same list including updates: 

• How much is the Project going to cost to build? $12B? $18.3B? More? 

 

o Answer: Likely over $20 billion.  

 

• Who is going to pay for construction costs?  

o Still no answer.  

• Is all the financing in place yet? What contingencies exist? 

o Answer: less than 1% of financing in place. Still no answer on source(s) 

of financing or when financing will be secured. 

 

• How much is it going to cost to operate and maintain the Project? 

o Still no answer.  

• What is the final route?  

o Still undetermined, although the FRA published the preferred route in 

December 2017 in the DEIS.  

                                       
110 DEIS at 3.14-19. 

111 Petition for Exemption, p. 11. According to the Texas Comptroller’s Office, Texas does not have a sales 

tax on transportation. On numerous occasions, TAHSR requested clarification regarding this multi-billion-

dollar issue from both the FRA and its consultant AECOM. The FRA declined to reply to the inquiry. 
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• Why was the business plan or business model not attached to the Petition?  

o Still no answer. In fact, TCR still has not released a business plan or 

model.  

 

• Why did TCR fail to disclose to the Board the ridership projections and 

cost estimates from the TxDOT Report? 

 

o Still no answer.  

 

• What are the ridership projections based on? 

o Still no answer. TCR has fought for years to keep its “ridership studies” 

hidden from the public. 

 

• Can the Project succeed financially?  

o All objective, verifiable data demonstrates that the Project will fail 

spectacularly. 

 

• What foreign entities will have collateral rights on this piece of 

infrastructure? 

 

o Still no answer. 

 

• How much will a ticket cost?  

o Still no answer. TCR merely states that prices “will be based on a 

variable pricing model, with consumer demand driving price 

fluctuations.”112 

 

• Is there going to be security screenings at the terminal? If not, why not? 

o Still no answer.  

• How much private property will need to be acquired through eminent 

domain?  

 

o The answer keeps changing. TCR initially told the public it would need 

only 3,000 acres, the majority of which would fall within existing right-

                                       
112 https://www.texascentral.com/facts/. 
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of-way.113 That number has now ballooned to over 8,000 acres, none of 

which will fall within existing right-of-way.114  

 

• What early financial exits were offered to bring in initial investors? 

o Still no answer. 

• What is the construction schedule?  

o Still no answer, although TCR’s website now states that “we could 

begin construction as early as 2019.”115 

 

• What are the “key milestones” claimed to be so critical to the Project?  

o Still no answer.  

 

Instead of answering these basic questions, TCR continues to regurgitate generalized and 

unsupported statements about how badly Texas “needs” the Project and how “great” it will be for 

the State. But when it comes to specifics, TCR clings to its mantra of “just take our word for it,” 

which is exactly what it is asking the Board to do here in seeking an exemption.  

G. The Board should follow its decision in Ozark Mountain. 

In the Ozark Mountain Railroad—Construction Exemption proceeding, the Board rejected 

Ozark Mountain’s attempt to use the exemption process. Instead, the Board required a detailed 

construction application for a project far less costly and significant than TCR’s.116 In addition, the 

Board properly directed Ozark Mountain to provide financial information including “projected 

construction costs, pro forma profit and loss statements, and funding sources.”117  

                                       
113 Screening Report, p. 3.  

114 DEIS at ES-21 (Table 12).  

115 https://www.texascentral.com/facts/. 

116 Ozark Mountain Railroad – Construction Exemption, FD No. 32204, 1995 WL 561990 at *4-6 (STB 

served Sep. 25, 1995). 

117 Ozark Mountain Railroad – Construction Exemption, FD No. 32204, 1994 WL 48847 at *3 (ICC served 

Feb. 19, 1994). 
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In its Exemption Reply, TAHSR submitted the following chart (which has now been 

updated) comparing the factors set forth in Ozark Mountain to TCR’s Project:118   

FACTORS CONSIDERED BY 

THE BOARD 

OZARK PROJECT - 

SPECIFIC FACTS 

TCR PROJECT - 

SPECIFIC FACTS 

 

1. Magnitude of the Project $300 Million $18-$20 Billion 

60+ times greater than Ozark 

 

2. Serious concerns raised 

by the public 

200 letters from landowners Approx. 3400 verified citizen 

statements, plus letters from 

Federal and State 

Congressmen, and eight 

County Opposition Replies 

 

3. Questions as to financial 

viability 

Legitimate questions raised 

by opponents 

Reason Foundation, TxDOT 

Report, Dr. Harding and 

common sense nullify viability 

of TCR’s Project 

 

4. Uncertainty as to 

completion of project 

Serious concerns raised by 

opponents 

TCR has shown no ability to 

raise $18-20 billion, despite 

the fact that it has been 

promoting the Project for over 

five years 

 

5. Project sponsor would 

not supply financial 

documents 

Railroad’s refusal to 

produce documents was an 

impermissible collateral 

attack on Board authority 

TCR has refused to provide 

any documents related to its 

finances 

 

6. Questions as to ridership Issues raised as to whether 

5,000 passengers per day 

could be achieved 

 

Near impossible goal of over 

13,000 passengers per day 

 

7. Undisclosed investors The Board called Ozark’s 

investor mysterious 

 

TCR’s investors are unknown  

 

                                       
118 TAHSR Exemption Reply, p. 16. 
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In Ozark Mountain—an indisputably much less severe fact pattern—the Board concluded 

that the application process “is the more appropriate vehicle for the Commission to use in 

considering whether to approve the proposed construction and operation.”119 Here, it is without 

question that an application is the more appropriate vehicle given TCR’s lack of transparency as 

to the Project’s business model, costs, financing, ridership estimates, and economic benefits, not 

to mention the significant impact the Project will have on thousands of Texans and the 

communities in which they live. 

 TAHSR is aware that the Ozark Mountain decision does not apply in all circumstances. 

For instance, in California High-Speed Rail Authority—Construction Exemption—In Fresno, 

Kings, Tulare, and Kern Counties, Cal., FD No. 35724, 2014 WL 3973120 (STB served Aug. 12, 

2014) (“Cal-HSR III”), the Board stated that contrary to statements from the opposition, the 

decision in Ozark Mountain did not require that the Authority file an application. The Board 

explained that in Ozark Mountain, “the agency required an application because the project 

proponent was an entirely unknown entity that had provided no information on its investors or how 

it proposed to finance the construction of an estimated $300 million rail line.”120 The Board then 

contrasted Ozark Mountain, an “entirely unknown entity,” with the California Authority, “a known 

California state agency which, with regard to this Line, has received partial funding from a Federal 

grant.”121 The Board concluded, “[u]nlike the mysterious investors in Ozark Mountain, it is public 

knowledge that the State of California receives billions of dollars in tax revenues annually, and it 

is not for the Board to second guess California’s budget priorities.”122 

                                       
119 Ozark Mountain Railroad, 1995 WL 561990 at *2. 

120 Cal-HSR III, 2014 WL 3973120 at *9. 

121 Id.  

122 Id. 
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TCR is not the Authority. TCR is Ozark Mountain. It is an entirely unknown private entity 

that has provided no information regarding its investors or financial condition. Nor has TCR 

provided any information regarding how it proposes to finance its $18-20 billion project other than 

to falsely represent that it will be “privately funded.” Unlike the Authority, TCR’s investors are a 

mystery and it does not receive billions of dollars in tax revenues annually. In fact, TCR is a mere 

start-up that does not generate any revenue. Finally, given that the Board has been provided 

substantial information “raising serious concerns about the impact of the proposal on the people 

who live in the area,” it should second guess TCR and its representations regarding the Project.123 

III. Significant adverse impacts will occur if the exemption were granted. 

 

A. Over 3,400 affected Texas landowners and citizens have voiced their 

opposition to TCR and its Project through verified statements. 

 

While the Project may benefit TCR, its Japanese partners, and a very few number of 

individuals who wish to travel between Dallas and Houston in 90 minutes by train, the interests of 

these very few must be weighed against the interests of the thousands of Texans whose entire lives 

will be impacted by loss of their land and the daily intrusion of trains whizzing by their homes at 

200 miles per hour. Attached as Exhibit S are approximately 1,900 verified statements from 

affected Texas landowners and citizens who are adamantly opposed to the Project and to the relief 

requested by TCR in its Petitions. These statements are in addition to the over 1,500 landowner 

and citizen statements TAHSR submitted in May 2016 in its Reply to TCR’s Petition for 

Clarification.124  

                                       
123 Id.  

124 Exhibit 3 to TAHSR’s Reply to Petition for Clarification, submitted May 19, 2016. 
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The mere fact that TAHSR was able to collect this many verified statements on such short 

notice (in addition to the 1,500 statements it gathered in 2016) speaks volumes to the widespread, 

consolidated opposition in the affected region. According to the 2018 statements, TCR continues 

to hide information from the public. Due to TCR’s lack of transparency, these citizens are relying 

on the Board “to stop Texas Central’s continuing efforts to hide information from the Texans 

whose lives and communities will be permanently affected by this Project.” Fully aware of the 

calamitous project in California, these citizens state that “the Board must require that Texas Central 

release all of its financials and related information to ensure that Texas does not end up with a 

half-built train.” As the formal representative of these concerned citizens and landowners, TAHSR 

respectfully requests that the Board give these statements full consideration. 

In addition, State Representatives Trent Ashby, Cecil Bell, Jr. Will Metcalf, John Wray 

and Ernest Bailes, and State Senators Brian Birdwell and Robert Nichols, voice their opposition 

to TCR and its Project.125 In their verified statements, these elected officials state that TCR “is 

attempting to circumvent State Law(s) and County regulations by reopening their application to 

the STB.”126 In the event the Board takes jurisdiction, these officials ask the Board to take a “hard 

look” at the Project because “TCR has thus far avoided disclosing any substantiating data to 

support their claims.”127 And, the Board has already received numerous filings opposing the 

Project, including from Congressman Joe Barton (filed May 10, 2016) and Congressman Kevin 

Brady (filed May 13, 2016). 

                                       
125 Exhibit N.  

126 Id. 

127 Id. 
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Finally, the Project will also substantially impact the farming and ranching community. 

Attached as Exhibit O is a Verified Statement from the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers 

Association (“TSCRA”), a 141-year-old trade association with a membership of more than 17,500 

beef cattle operations. On behalf of its 55,000 members, many of which who will be impacted by 

the Project, TSCRA opposes TCR’s Petition to Reopen and Petition for Exemption. 

B. The Project will adversely impact counties and communities.  

The Project’s proposed 240-mile-long right-of-way, a sealed corridor, will bisect the ten 

Texas counties through which it passes. Construction of the rail line embankment will freeze in 

place the existing road network and obstruct future community development of roadways and 

transportation networks like school bus routes and bike paths.128 The physical and jurisdictional 

issues surrounding roads in the counties through which the Project is proposed to be constructed 

are nearly insurmountable. Depending on the alternative selected by the FRA, between 231 and 

237 roads would be crossed and between 147 to 246 roads would be impacted.129  

Importantly, several counties have already passed resolutions stating that they will not 

close, abandon, vacate or alter any county road to accommodate the Project.130 The counties 

resolved further that all county roads must be maintained for use by the traveling public at all times 

during and after construction.131 These counties also passed resolutions requiring TCR to provide 

proof of eminent domain authority prior to surveying, constructing, or performing any work on 

                                       
128 As explained more fully in TAHSR’s comment to the DEIS, this gross oversight renders the DEIS 

entirely inadequate under NEPA. Exhibit F, p. 69-72.  

129 DEIS at 3.11-73. 

130 See, e.g., Exhibit P.  

131 Id. 
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county property.132 In the DEIS, the FRA failed to discuss how the Project can be built in the face 

of this opposition. The passage of these county resolutions constitutes a material change to the 

design assumptions included in the DEIS—assumptions that are inconsistent with county law.  

Moreover, as demonstrated by the Replies to TCR’s Petition for Exemption and Petition 

for Clarification filed by eight Texas counties along the corridor, the Project will have substantial 

adverse impacts on many aspects of the county road plan and county governance.133 These 

substantial concerns regarding how TCR will work with the county government, given its past 

behavior, caused each of these counties to voice objections to TCR’s Petition for Exemption and 

Petition for Clarification.134 In addition, several of these counties also oppose TCR’s Petition to 

Reopen, as evidenced by the Verified Statements attached as Exhibit Q.   

Finally, Grimes County, a rural Texas county along the proposed corridor, sued TCR and 

its consultant for nuisance as a result of TCR intentionally conducting unauthorized survey 

activities on county roads. Grimes County obtained an injunction preventing any further surveying 

on county property, which TCR has appealed.135 

CONCLUSION 

TAHSR respectfully requests that the Board deny TCR’s Petition to Reopen and dismiss 

this proceeding for lack of jurisdiction. TCR’s “agreement to agree” with Amtrak is not a 

definitive, enforceable through ticketing arrangement. Even if it were, such an agreement is not a 

                                       
132 Id. 

133 See Replies to Petition for Exemption (May 19, 2016) and Replies to Petition for Clarification (May 31, 

2016) filed by Ben Leman (Grimes County), Trey Duhon (Waller County), H. M. Davenport (Navarro 

County), Linda Grant (Freestone County), Carol Bush (Ellis County), Byron Ryder (Leon County), Carl 

Cannon (Madison County), Daniel Burkeen (Limestone County). 

134 Id. 

135 Exhibit R (injunction). The appeal is styled Texas Central Partners, LLC v. Grimes County, Texas, No. 

14-17-00619-CV, in the Court of Appeals for the Fourteenth Judicial District, Houston, Texas. 
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substitute for a physical connection. It is merely a “paper bridge” that can be fed to the shredder 

once TCR obtains jurisdiction and approval to construct.  

Alternatively, if the Board determines it has jurisdiction, TAHSR requests that the Board 

deny the Petition for Exemption for failure to submit supporting evidence, workpapers, and related 

documents. TAHSR further requests that the Board deny the Petition for Exemption on the basis 

that the Board lacks sufficient information to make an informed decision. Finally, TAHSR requests 

that the Board deny on the Petition on the merits because the Project is not in the public’s interest.  

Granting TCR an exemption will deny the public the opportunity to meaningfully comment 

and participate despite no real urgency. If the Board will require TCR to file a full application and 

disclose objective, verifiable information regarding its Project, and allow for discovery and 

meaningful public comment, the Board will see for itself the looming disaster. 

Requiring TCR to file a full application under 49 U.S.C. §10901 is merely requiring TCR 

to do what is required of any new entity requesting authority to construct; that is, provide the Board 

with sufficient information regarding the Project so that it can make an informed decision. If the 

Board grants an exemption without requiring a full application, TCR may never disclose this 

critical information until it is too late. 
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